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Vistaweave is a 2x2 weave available in selected widths 2 4 3 cm and 3 0 5 cm.
The even tension construction in warp and weft and 5 0 0 gsm weight makes
Vistaweave the ideal fabric for railroading larger blinds with a 3 0 0 cm drop
spanning as wide as required without j oins.
O penness factor: 5 % . 1 0 year limited warranty against UV degradation.
Ideal for external awning, automatic sun blinds, screens and folding arm
awnings.
It can also be used for internal blinds.
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The Vistaweave range is a unique selection of see-through awning fabrics
that provide a choice of larger widths, more even construction and a wide
range of designer colours and patterns.
Vistaweave is Greenguard Certified to contribute to the health of the
environment and is manufactured in the USA by Twitchell.

When you choose from the Vistaweave range you’re guaranteed good looks
and a fabric made from hard wearing, UV stable, high tensile PVC.
Exceptional strength and durability make these fabrics ideal for fixed and roll
up awnings, interior roller blinds, outdoor furniture, umbrellas and shade sails.

The Vistaweave range fabric is not only at home on residential windows and
outdoor areas, they are also ideally suited to industrial and commerical
applications.

Filtering out the sun’s harmful UV and glare the Vistaweave range keeps you
cool. Its open weave construction means that heat is not trapped under the
awnings and allows air to flow freely in and around the awning.

The Vistaweave range at a glance
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Stripes under the sun.
There is only one Vistaweave. It is the original weave mesh fabric, tried
and tested and delivering stylish shade solutions for over 25 years. The
ideal fabric for windows where a wider fabric is not required. Its 220cm
width make it ideal for standard window openings on any residential or
commerical installation.
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